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QUESTION 1

DRAG DROP 

Select each task on the left and drag it to the corresponding Application Development Studio on the right, where the
task can be completed. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 2

In a claims application, customers can file home insurance claims. Each claim contains a list of items of loss. Depending
on circumstances, some claims are investigated for potential fraud in parallel to the actual claim process. Which two
entities would you model as case type? (Choose two.) 

A. Fraud investigation 

B. Claim 
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C. Customer 

D. Items of loss 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

You create an application for employees to submit timesheets. Employees enter work, vacation, and sick time for a
particular week. 

On the entry form, employees see a summary of the total hours entered. 

After the employee submits the timesheet, the application displays remaining vacation and sick time for the employee. 

You configure the user view that displays remaining vacation and sick time. The balance calculates by subtracting the
vacation time and sick time for the week from the current vacation and sick time balances. 

Which configuration option is used to summarize the remaining vacation and sick time? 

A. Use a When rule. When the application references the remaining vacation and sick time, each value calculates. 

B. Use declarative processing. Whenever the vacation time or sick time entries change, the remaining vacation and sick
time calculate. 

C. Use pyDefault and pySetFieldDefaults. When the process invokes the data transforms, the remaining vacation and
sick time calculate. 

D. Use procedural processing with a data transform. Remaining vacation and sick time calculate after the user submits
a timesheet. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

An online car parts business wants customers to find parts easily. You are asked to implement the following
requirement: Customers must select a make, model, and year to initiate a vehicle-specific search. How do you configure
the data storage in the application to implement the requirement? 

A. Configure a local data storage of the make, model, and year of the vehicle. 

B. Configure a static list of the make, model, and year vehicles. 

C. Configure a data page to store the make, model, and year data. 

D. Configure a connection to a system of record using the External Database Mapping Wizard. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5
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You are implementing a UI form collecting job applicant information. Users must provide values to certain fields before
submitting the form. Which configuration adds asterisks to indicate the mandatory fields on the form? 

A. Use multiple Validate rules for each mandatory field 

B. Use an Edit Validate rule to verify if each of the mandatory properties has a value 

C. Use a Validate rule to verify the mandatory fields have a value 

D. Configure the mandatory fields as Required in the section rule 

Correct Answer: C 
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